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ABSTRACT!
!
!
Central!pattern!generators!are!neuronal!networks!that!produce!reliable!
rhythmic!motor!output.!A!simple!pattern!generator,!known!as!the!cardiac!ganglion!
(CG),!controls!the!heart!of!the!American!lobster,!Homarus#americanus.!Previous!
studies!have!suggested!that!stretch!feedback!relays!information!to!the!cardiac!
ganglion!about!the!degree!of!filling!in!the!heart,!and!that!this!feedback!is!mediated!
by!stretchIsensitive!dendrites!extending!from!CG!neurons.!The!purpose!of!my!
research!was!to!clarify!the!stretch!feedback!mechanism!in!the!lobster!heart!and!to!
determine!which!aspects!of!the!heart!contraction!are!involved.!This!stretch!
feedback!pathway!represents!a!model!by!which!central!pattern!generators!are!
modified!by!the!muscles!they!control.!
One!hundred!second!extension!pyramids!were!applied!to!each!heart!while!
amplitude!and!frequency!of!contractions!were!recorded.!In!a!semiIintact!
preparation,!87%!of!hearts!responded!to!longitudinal!stretch!with!a!significant!
increase!in!frequency!of!contractions,!as!judged!by!a!significantly!positive!linear!
regression!line!of!frequency!as!a!function!of!extension.!To!ascertain!the!role!of!
dendrites!in!this!feedback!pathway,!the!accessible!branches!along!the!trunk!of!the!
CG!were!severed,!deIafferenting!the!CG.!In!deIafferented!hearts,!stretch!sensitivity!
was!significantly!less!than!in!intact!hearts.!In!addition,!deIafferenting!the!heart!
resulted!in!lower!amplitude!and!frequency!of!contractions!when!no!stretch!was!
being!applied.!These!data!suggest!that!the!dendrites!extending!from!the!CG!are!
essential!for!carrying!stretch!feedback!information.!!
To!separate!the!effects!of!active!and!passive!forces!of!heart!contraction!on!
stretch!sensitivity,!the!CG!was!deIefferented!by!severing!the!motor!nerves!that!
induce!muscle!contraction!in!the!neurogenic!heart.!In!hearts!with!only!anterolateral!
nerves!cut,!amplitude!of!contractions!was!almost!completely!eliminated!while!the!
passive!force!was!unchanged;!the!stretch!response!was!significantly!lower!than!in!
controls.!Hearts!that!were!completely!deIefferented!to!remove!all!heart!contraction!
also!had!lower!stretch!sensitivity!than!controls.!To!determine!the!frequency!of!
bursting!in!the!absence!of!muscle!contraction,!a!suction!electrode!was!placed!on!the!
nerve!to!record!electrical!activity!of!the!CG.!Frequency!of!CG!bursting!was!also!
significantly!lower!in!the!completely!deIefferented!hearts.!Baseline!manipulation!
studies!were!performed!to!observe!the!effects!of!altering!passive!tension!on!the!
heart!muscle.!At!baseline,!there!was!an!increase!in!frequency!as!the!passive!tension!
was!increased!from!0.1g!up!to!2g.!In!addition,!there!seems!to!be!a!trend!towards!
greater!stretch!sensitivity!at!higher!baseline!tensions.!!
These!results!indicate!that!the!CG!is!sensitive!to!both!overall!tonic!stretch!of!
the!heart!and!the!active!stretch!caused!by!each!heart!contraction.!Hearts!with!
reduced!feedback!from!both!deIafferentation!and!deIefferentation!had!significantly!
higher!heart!rate!variation!than!intact!hearts,!indicating!that!a!role!of!stretch!
feedback!in!the!cardiac!system!may!be!to!maintain!a!regular!heart!rate.!
!
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!
CHAPTER!1!
INTRODUCTION!
!
1.1#Central#pattern#generators:#environmentally#responsive#rhythmic#motor#behaviors##
Networks!of!neurons!in!the!brain!known!as!central!pattern!generators!(CPG)!
control!many!common!rhythmic!actions.!CPGs!produce!complex,!yet!stereotyped!
motor!patterns,!and!are!responsible!for!a!large!number!of!motor!behaviors!such!as!
breathing,!walking,!chewing,!and!swallowing!(reviewed!in!Hooper,!2000;!Delcomyn,!
1980).!When!isolated,!CPGs!are!capable!of!producing!a!reliable!patterned!output!in!
the!absence!of!external!sensory!inputs.!However,!sensory!feedback!pathways!in!
intact!animals!can!modulate!the!output!of!CPGs.!For!instance,!extensive!research!has!
looked!at!the!effect!of!proprioceptive!feedback!on!the!CPG!that!controls!quadruped!
locomotion!(Reviewed!in!Grillner!and!Wallen,!1985).!Many!other!influences,!such!as!
external!temperature,!can!also!alter!the!function!of!CPGs!(Worden!et#al.,!2006).!
Through!these!pathways,!the!output!of!CPGs!can!be!altered!in!response!to!changes!
in!the!environment!to!maintain!homeostasis.!In!a!shifting!environment,!organisms!
must!be!able!to!adapt!neuronal!output!to!physiological!conditions.!CPGs!present!a!
closed!and!relatively!simple!system!through!which!it!is!possible!to!study!the!various!
modulators!of!neural!circuits!(Marder!and!Goaillard,!2006).!The!CPG,!along!with!
feedback!pathways!and!the!effector!tissues!it!is!connected!to,!form!a!larger!
functional!unit!known!as!the!CPGVeffector!system!(Cooke,!2002).!
!
!
!
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1.2#The#crustacean#cardiac#ganglion#as#a#model#of#the#CPG>effector#system#
A!relatively!simple!CPG!known!as!the!cardiac!ganglion!(CG)!regulates!the!
heart!of!the!lobster,!Homarus#americanus.!The!CG!can!operate!independently!of!the!
lobster’s!central!nervous!system,!and!continues!to!drive!heart!contraction!for!many!
hours!after!the!heart!is!isolated,!if!perfused!with!cold!(10!–!12˚C)!physiological!
saline.!Thus,!the!isolated!heart!can!be!used!to!examine!how!the!CG!sustains!its!
internal!rhythm!and!responds!to!sensory!inputs!to!create!a!steady!heart!rate!
capable!of!responding!to!environmental!changes!(Anderson!and!Cooke,!1971).!This!
model!is!a!primary!example!of!a!closed!system!capable!of!modulating!its!own!output.!!
In!all!vertebrates!and!many!invertebrates,!hearts!are!myogenic,!meaning!that!
the!heart!muscles!can!contract!spontaneously!without!input!from!the!nervous!
system.!The!muscle!fibers!of!the!crustacean!heart,!however,!cannot!contract!
autonomously!and!rely!on!the!stimulation!from!the!CG!motor!neurons!to!initiate!the!
heartbeat.!Therefore,!the!heart!of!the!lobster!is!neurogenic!(Hartline,!1967).!The!CG!
of!the!lobster!lies!on!the!dorsal!wall!inside!the!heart!cavity!and!is!comprised!of!just!
nine!neurons.!Four!small!interneurons!are!located!at!the!posterior!end!of!the!
ganglion,!and!five!large!motor!neurons!extend!in!a!Y!shape!towards!the!anterior!end!
of!the!heart;!all!nine!cells!are!electrically!and!chemically!coupled.!The!small!cells!act!
as!pacemakers,!creating!rhythmic!bursts!that!cause!a!depolarization!and!trigger!the!
driver!potentials!in!the!five!large!motor!neurons!(Connor,!1969).!The!excited!motor!
neurons!fire!action!potentials!that!cause!the!cardiac!muscle!to!contract.!The!
neuromuscular!junction!is!the!site!of!translation!from!neuronal!signaling!to!the!
muscle!fibers.!Thus,!any!changes!seen!in!the!contraction!parameters!of!the!
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crustacean!heart!can!be!attributed!to!changes!in!the!CG,!neuromuscular!junction!
and/or!muscle!properties.!This!simple!system!can!be!modulated!at!many!levels,!
allowing!for!a!characterization!of!how!the!CPGVeffector!system!produces!complex!
rhythmic!output.!Recent!advances!in!computer!modeling!have!been!key!in!
establishing!how!multiple!modulations!within!this!system!interact!(Williams!et#al.,!
2013).!!
!
1.3#Modulation#sites#of#the#crustacean#CG##
The!bursting!pattern!of!CPGs!can!be!altered!by!many!factors!including!
neuromodulation,!temperature,!and!feedback!pathways!from!effector!muscles.!!
Neuromodulation!of!CPGs!can!occur!from!many!sources.!A!large!number!of!peptides!
are!released!by!the!central!nervous!system!and!neuroendocrine!organs!of!an!
organism;!in!one!study,!84!different!peptides!were!isolated!in!the!nervous!system!
and!neuroendocrine!organs!of!Homarus#americanus!alone!(Ma!et#al.,!2008).!These!
peptides!can!be!released!hormonally!by!neuroendocrine!organs,!or!locally!by!the!
nervous!system!directly!onto!the!CPG.!In!the!lobster!CG,!at!least!one!peptide,!CLDH,!
is!produced!by!the!ganglion!itself!and!acts!as!an!intrinsic!modulator!of!its!own!firing!
pattern!(Christe!et#al.,!2010).!External!changes!in!temperature!can!also!change!the!
firing!pattern!of!the!CG.!In!the!wild,!a!lobster!can!experience!temperatures!ranging!
from!2!to!22˚C.!Frequency!and!amplitude!both!decrease!dramatically!at!high!
temperatures,!and!are!most!efficient!in!the!lobster’s!optimal!temperature!range!of!
10!to!12˚C!(Worden,!2006).!!

!
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In!addition!to!modulation!from!neuropeptides!and!temperature,!the!CG!of!the!
lobster!responds!to!internal!feedback!pathways!within!the!CPGVeffector!system.!The!
CG!receives!feedback!about!muscle!contractions!from!the!tissue!it!is!embedded!in.!
The!signaling!molecule!nitric!oxide!(NO)!is!produced!endogenously!in!the!heart!
muscle!of!the!lobster!in!rhythmic!bursts!during!normal!heartbeats!(Casares!et#al.,!
2006).!NO!release!is!correlated!to!the!frequency!of!contractions,!with!more!NO!
being!produced!as!the!heart!beats!more!rapidly.!This!molecule!acts!directly!on!the!
CG!and!has!been!observed!to!reduce!frequency!and!amplitude!of!contractions!in!a!
dose!dependent!manner!(Mahadevan!et#al.,!2004).!!Thus,!NO!release!may!constitute!
a!negative!feedback!pathway!through!which!the!ganglion!is!inhibited!by!
surrounding!effector!tissues!(Figure!1).!!
!
1.4#Muscle#contraction#may#affect#CG#through#stretch#feedback#pathway##
!

In!order!to!understand!how!contraction!of!the!heart!may!affect!the!firing!of!

the!ganglion,!it!is!first!necessary!to!consider!the!basic!properties!of!the!heartbeat.!
Muscle!properties!can!be!visualized!using!a!lengthVtension!curve.!Here,!the!overall!
length!of!the!muscle!can!be!compared!to!the!tension!or!force!generated.!During!
active!contraction!of!any!muscle,!tension!increases!with!sarcomere!length!to!a!peak!
before!decreasing,!while!when!the!muscle!is!in!a!passive!state,!tension!increases!
exponentially!with!increasing!sarcomere!length!(Ramsey!and!Street,!1985).!Cardiac!
muscle,!though!classified!as!striated!muscle,!has!a!steeper!lengthVtension!
relationship!than!skeletal!muscles!(Allen!and!Kentish,!1985).!This!relationship!
means!that!patterned!heart!activity!can!be!broken!into!two!parts;!the!active!phase!
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!
describes!contraction!of!cardiac!muscle!while!the!passive!phase!describes!the!
period!of!rest!between!beats.!!
It!has!been!proposed!that!the!CG!may!be!stretch!sensitive,!and!thus!able!to!
respond!to!changes!in!heart!volume.!This!sensitivity!could!result!from!either!
changes!in!active!force!in!the!heart,!changes!in!passive!tension,!or!a!combination!of!
both.!Alexandrowitcz!(1932)!was!the!first!to!speculate!that!each!of!the!nine!neurons!
in!the!CG!may!have!mechanosensitive!dendrites!that!provide!stretch!feedback.!He!
made!this!determination!based!simply!on!the!shape!of!some!projections,!which!he!
identified!as!distinct!from!motor!nerves.!Evidence!that!these!dendrites!are!stretch!
sensitive!was!not!found!until!several!decades!later.!The!heart!of!the!lobster!is!
sensitive!to!perfusion!pressure!and!ceases!to!beat!if!it!is!no!longer!suspended!in!the!
body!cavity,!or!filled!with!artificial!perfusion!pressure!(Maynard,!1960).!Hearts!that!
are!not!suspended!by!ligaments,!however,!can!be!induced!to!contract!by!probing!the!
sites!where!these!dendrites!from!the!CG!innervate!the!heart!muscle!(Hartline,!1967).!
When!the!perfusion!pressure!of!the!heart!is!increased,!the!frequency!of!contractions!
tends!to!increase!in!a!linear!fashion!(Maynard!1960;!Kuramoto!and!Ebara,!1984).!
These!findings!provided!indirect!evidence!that!stretch!provides!positive!feedback!to!
the!ganglion.!Following!up!these!studies,!however,!it!was!shown!that!at!least!part!of!
the!increase!in!frequency!when!perfusion!rate!increases!was!due!to!the!increased!
oxygen!delivery!that!occurs,!rather!than!simply!increased!stretch!of!the!heart!
muscle!(Wilkens,!1993).!Hypoxia!is!also!a!possible!explanation!for!the!lack!of!beat!in!
unVstretched!hearts.!Until!recently,!therefore,!the!evidence!that!crustacean!hearts!
were!mechanosensitive!has!been!largely!circumstantial.!!

!
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In!isopods,!the!existence!of!a!stretch!feedback!system!was!demonstrated!
using!intracellular!recordings!while!gently!stretching!the!whole!heart!muscle!
(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!They!stretched!the!isopod!heart!to!see!if!the!neurons!
of!the!CG!responded!with!changes!in!membrane!potential!or!bursting!patterns;!this!
would!indicate!that!a!stretch!feedback!pathway!existed!in!the!cardiac!ganglion!of!
crustaceans.!Stretch!of!the!heart!led!to!a!hyperpolarization!of!the!membrane!
potential!and!a!decrease!in!burst!frequency.!The!release!from!stretch!led,!however,!
to!a!depolarizing!rebound!effect!that!caused!the!next!beat!to!come!sooner!than!it!
otherwise!would!have!done.!This!suggested!a!mechanism!through!which!heart!rate!
is!regulated!by!feedback!from!the!surrounding!muscle!tissue;!feedback!prevented!
another!burst!during!the!peak!contraction!and!a!rebound!when!the!heart!relaxes!
induces!the!next!burst!(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!The!study!assumed!the!
feedback!was!being!carried!by!stretch!sensitive!dendrites!extending!from!the!CG.!
However,!they!did!not!directly!examine!their!role,!so!the!site!of!stretch!sensitivity!
remained!unstudied.!!!
A!more!recent!study!in!the!crab!Callinectes#sapidus!identified!the!dendrites!
extending!from!the!CG!as!the!carriers!of!stretch!feedback!information!(GarciaV
Crescioni!et#al.!2010).!Crab!hearts!responded!to!stretch!in!multiple!ways;!some!
hearts!had!an!increased!frequency!with!stretch!while!some!showed!an!increase!
followed!by!a!decrease!in!frequency!to!below!baseline.!This!suggests!a!complex!
interaction!of!stretch!feedback!with!the!normal!rhythm!of!the!ganglion.!Any!
response!to!stretch!via!a!change!in!frequency!or!burst!parameters!was!eliminated!
when!the!afferent!dendrites!were!severed.!This!finding!supported!the!hypothesis!
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that!stretch!sensitive!dendrites!carry!information!about!the!state!of!the!heart!
muscle!back!to!the!CG!(GarciaVCrescioni!et#al.,!2010).!It!was!not!possible!to!fully!
clarify!the!role!stretch!plays!in!modulating!the!CG!because!of!the!varied!effects!
stretch!had!on!individual!crab!hearts.!In!the!study,!they!also!did!a!preliminary!
experiment!in!which!they!removed!motor!input!by!severing!the!motor!nerves!and!
observing!changes!in!contraction!amplitude.!They!did!not!examine!the!effect!of!
removing!this!motor!output!on!the!stretch!sensitivity.!Instead,!they!noted!only!that!
cutting!the!efferents!reduced!the!contraction!of!the!heart!muscle,!and!that!cutting!all!
caused!contraction!to!cease!altogether.!Because!they!focused!on!severing!the!
dendrites!and!did!not!take!into!account!the!directionality!of!stretch!sensitivity,!the!
mechanisms!of!stretch!feedback!and!its!role!in!regulating!crustacean!heartbeat!or!
the!role!of!contraction!in!stretch!feedback!remained!unclear.!!
!
1.5#Characterizing#the#stretch#feedback#pathway#in#the#lobster#CG#by#systematically#
removing#parts#of#the#feedback#system#
#
The!present!study!focused!on!the!mechanisms!of!stretch!sensitivity!in!the!CG!
of!the!lobster,!Homarus#americanus.!I!first!set!out!to!determine!the!effects!of!stretch!
on!intact!lobster!hearts!by!examining!contraction!frequency!changes!in!response!to!
controlled!stretch!of!the!heart.!Secondly,!I!determined!if!the!processes!extending!
from!the!trunk!of!the!CG!carried!stretch!information.!Specifically,!I!compared!the!
frequency!response!to!stretch!in!intact!hearts!with!the!frequency!response!in!deV
afferented!hearts!where!the!dendrites!along!the!trunk!had!been!severed.!Unlike!in!
the!crab,!it!was!impossible!to!sever!all!the!dendrites,!as!some!are!inaccessible!along!
the!anterolateral!nerves!and!under!the!small!cells!(Cooke,!2002).!However,!the!
!
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dendrites!accessible!along!the!trunk!represented!a!large!enough!proportion!of!all!
dendrites!that!effects!on!stretch!response!were!measureable.!!To!determine!the!role!
of!active!heartbeat!in!the!stretch!response,!some!hearts!were!deVefferented!–!the!
heart!muscle!was!decoupled!from!the!ganglion!by!severing!motor!nerves–!to!see!
what!effects!stretch!would!have!on!quiescent!hearts!(GarciaVCrescioni!et#al.,!2010).!
When!the!neurogenic!heart!was!deVefferented,!contraction!of!the!heart!ceased,!and!
thus!the!frequency!of!CG!bursting!was!recorded!using!an!extracellular!suction!
electrode.!In!conjunction!with!deVefferentation,!baseline!stretch!of!the!heart!was!
manipulated!to!see!the!effects!of!contraction!amplitude,!and!passive!forces,!on!the!
stretch!response.!!
!
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!
CHAPTER!2!
METHODS!
2.1#Animals#
Male!and!female!American!lobsters!(Homarus#americanus)#between!400!g!
and!500!g!in!weight!were!used.!Lobsters!were#purchased!from!local!seafood!
retailers!near!Brunswick,!ME!and!kept!in!tanks!with!circulating!seawater!at!
temperatures!between!10˚!and!12˚C.!!
!
2.2#Intact#working#heart#preparation#
Lobsters!were!packed!in!ice!for!25!to!90!minutes!before!dissection.!The!
carapace!of!the!thoracic!cavity!above!the!heart!was!removed!with!the!heart!attached!
to!the!dorsal!surface.!The!heart!was!then!pinned!in!a!Sylgard!184!(KR!Anderson,!
Santa!Clara,!California,!USA)!filled!dish!(Figure!2A).!!
The!posterior!artery!was!cannulated!with!small!tubing,!allowing!the!heart!
cavity!to!be!perfused!with!cold!physiological!saline!(composition!in!mM:!479.12!
NaCl,!12.74!KCl,!13.67!CaCl2,!20.00!MgSO4,!3.91!Na2SO4,!5.00!HEPES![pH!7.45]).!A!
6/0!silk!suture!was!tied!around!the!posterior!artery!to!fix!it!firmly!to!the!
cannulation!tube.!A!second!tube!was!placed!so!that!saline!flowed!over!the!top!of!the!
heart!to!maintain!temperature!and!water!level.!Perfusion!flow!rate!was!about!2.5!
ml/min!per!tube.!Temperature!was!kept!between!10˚!and!12˚C!with!the!use!of!an!inV
line!peltier!temperature!regulator!(CLV100!bipolar!temperature!controller!and!SCV
20!solution!heater/cooler;!Warner!Instruments,!Hamden,!CT,!USA).!Two!outflow!
tubes!were!placed!at!the!anterior!end!of!the!heart!to!create!a!flow!of!saline!across!

!
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the!heart!and!maintain!water!level.!!
To!mimic!longitudinal!tension!in!an!intact!animal,!the!cannulated!artery!was!
stretched!in!the!posterior!direction.!The!anterior!arteries!were!tied!with!a!6/0!silk!
suture!and!stretched!in!the!anterior!direction!connected!to!an!Aurora!Scientific!Inc.!
DualVMode!Lever!System!(Ontario,!Canada)!at!an!angle!of!about!30˚!from!horizontal.!
The!Aurora!instrument!allows!for!simultaneous!stretching!and!recording!of!force!
from!the!heart!(Figure!2B).!Before!stretching,!the!longitudinal!extension!was!
maintained!at!a!baseline!force!of!2!g!of!passive!tension.!!
The!signal!from!the!Aurora!was!amplified!using!a!Brownlee!Precision!Model!
440!Instrumental!Amplifier.!All!signals!were!recorded!using!a!CED!1401!analogV
digital!converter!and!the!program!Spike2!version,!7.03!(Cambridge!Electronic!
Design,!Cambridge,!UK).!!
!
2.3#Stretch#procedure#!
After!the!heart!was!cannulated,!it!was!kept!at!a!constant!baseline!extension!
of!2!g!for!one!hour!to!allow!for!stabilization.!Because!I!would!need!to!cut!a!slit!in!the!
ventral!wall!of!the!heart!to!access!the!ganglion!later,!I!cut!the!slit!at!the!beginning!of!
the!stabilization!period!to!ensure!that!there!was!no!effect!of!cutting!the!muscle!on!
stretch!feedback.!The!slit!was!cut!on!the!ventral!midline!of!the!heart!from!the!
osteum!to!just!anterior!to!the!posterior!artery!to!expose!the!full!length!of!the!CG.!To!
observe!the!effects!of!tonic!stretch!on!heart!contraction!and!CG!output,!the!heart!
was!stretched!in!a!pyramid!using!the!Aurora!instrument.!Each!pyramid!lasted!100!
seconds!and!consisted!of!a!50!s!ramp!to!a!maximum!extension!of!2.5!mm!followed!
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by!a!50!s!ramp!return!to!baseline!extension.!The!heart!muscle!was!first!conditioned!
with!3!or!4!pyramids,!with!the!tension!being!readjusted!to!a!baseline!passive!force!
of!2!g!after!each!stretch!(Figure!2B).!The!heart!was!allowed!to!stabilize!for!5!
minutes!between!conditioning!stretches.!Following!the!conditioning!stretches,!three!
control!stretches!of!100!s!pyramids!were!performed.!The!initial!baseline!tension!
prior!to!these!stretches!was!2!g;!baseline!tension!was!not!adjusted!between!stretch!
pyramids.!The!heart!was!allowed!to!stabilize!for!5!minutes!between!control!
stretches.!!For!all!subsequent!experiments,!stretch!procedures!were!the!same!as!in!
control!unless!specified!otherwise.!!
In!preliminary!experiments,!I!stretched!the!heart!in!both!the!transverse!and!
longitudinal!directions!to!see!which!was!more!likely!to!induce!a!change!in!frequency.!
The!transverse!stretch!was!performed!by!placing!a!glass!hook!in!one!osteum!of!the!
heart!and!pulling!perpendicular!to!the!posterior/anterior!axis,!at!an!angle!of!30˚!
from!horizontal.!!Preliminary!experiments!suggested!that!a!change!in!frequency!
occurred!more!often!with!longitudinal!stretch!than!with!transverse!stretch.!We!thus!
continued!with!only!longitudinal!stretch!for!the!rest!of!experiments.!
!
2.4#De>afferenting#the#CG#by#cutting#dendrites#along#the#trunk!
!

The!trunk!of!the!CG!was!usually!accessible!through!the!slit!in!the!ventral!wall!

of!the!heart!(Figure!3A).!To!cut!the!dendrites!extending!from!the!CG,!it!was!first!
necessary!to!visualize!them!by!using!a!dye!in!the!living!heart!(Yack,!1993).!Jauns!
Green!B!dye!0.01%!was!applied!to!the!heart!after!control!stretches!through!both!
inputs!of!perfusion!tubing!for!30s!(at!2.5ml/min!per!tube).!The!heart!was!then!

!
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allowed!to!rinse!for!10!minutes!in!physiological!saline.!In!initial!tests,!control!stretch!
pyramids!were!conducted!after!Janus!Green!application!to!ensure!that!there!was!no!
effect!on!stretch!feedback.!Janus!Green!B!dye!had!no!observable!lasting!effects!on!
the!heart.!There!was!a!slight!increase!observed!in!frequency!and!amplitude!while!
the!dye!was!in!the!heart,!but!these!effects!disappeared!rapidly!when!the!heart!was!
rinsed!with!saline.!The!dye!lasted!for!a!few!hours!but!faded!with!time.!!This!allowed!
me!to!selectively!cut!the!dendrites!while!minimizing!damage!to!the!CG!and!
surrounding!tissue.!
When!the!heart!was!stained!with!Janus!Green,!I!accessed!the!CG!through!the!
slit!and!cut!the!processes!extending!from!the!trunk,!as!well!as!under!the!branching!
of!the!anterolateral!and!posterolateral!nerves!(Figure!3B).!!Following!this,!the!heart!
was!allowed!to!reVstabilize!for!at!least!10!minutes!until!the!beat!returned!to!normal.!
Occasionally,!a!muscle!covered!a!target!area!of!the!ganglion.!In!those!preparations,!I!
carefully!cut!the!muscle!and!repeated!control!stretches!before!cutting!branches.!
Before!starting!stretches!on!the!deVafferented!heart,!I!ensured!that!the!baseline!
force!was!still!2g,!adjusting!the!tension!if!necessary.!Three!stretch!pyramids!were!
then!applied!to!each!heart.!!
At!the!end!of!the!experiment,!I!opened!the!heart!so!that!the!entire!CG!was!
visible.!The!heart!was!removed!from!the!dorsal!carapace,!and!pinned!in!a!dish.!I!
made!a!cut!along!the!ventral!midline!of!the!heart!and!pinned!the!sides!out!to!expose!
the!CG!and!surrounding!heart!muscle.!In!some!hearts,!where!the!Janus!Green!Dye!
was!not!applied!or!the!dye!had!faded!by!the!time!the!heart!was!dissected,!the!heart!
was!soaked!in!a!solution!of!methylene!blue!(approximately!0.1%!in!physiological!
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saline)!for!approximately!1!hour.!After!the!excess!stain!was!rinsed!off,!the!CG!was!
visualized!using!a!Wild!Type!355110!Microscope!(Heerbrugg,!Switzerland).!!A!glass!
probe!was!used!to!gently!move!the!CG!and!see!which!branches!were!severed.!The!
preparation!was!classified!as!one!that!had!been!deVafferented!if!no!more!than!one!
branch!remained!connected!to!the!CG!along!the!whole!trunk!area!and!under!the!
branching!points!of!the!anterolateral!and!posterolateral!nerves!(Figure!3B).!!
#
2.5#De>efferentation#of#the#CG#
#

DeVefferentation!of!the!heart!by!cutting!the!motor!nerves!caused!heart!

contraction!to!cease.!Therefore,!it!was!necessary!to!record!the!activity!of!the!CG!
directly!to!determine!how!parameters!changed!with!stretch.!In!hearts!that!were!deV
efferented,!an!extracellular!suction!electrode!was!used!for!an!en!passent!recording!
on!one!anterolateral!nerve!before!control!stretches!began!(Figure!4).!Electrical!
recordings!were!obtained!using!a!differential!AC!amplifier!(AM!systems!Differential!
AC!Amplifier,!Model!1700).!!
!

After!conditioning!and!control!stretches!were!completed,!the!suction!

electrode!was!removed!and!the!anterolateral!nerves!of!the!CG!were!severed!(Figure!
4).!Then,!the!suction!electrode!was!attached!again!and!the!heart!was!allowed!to!
stabilize!for!10!minutes.!ReVattaching!the!suction!electrode!again!had!no!effect!on!
the!frequency!of!CG!bursting.!Three!stretch!pyramids!of!100s!were!performed!on!
the!anteriorly!deVefferented!heart.!!
The!posterolateral!nerves!were!more!difficult!to!sever!due!to!inaccessibility!
through!the!slit!in!the!ventral!wall!of!the!heart.!Therefore,!to!minimize!damage,!

!
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Janus!Green!was!applied!(0.01%!for!30!seconds)!to!make!the!ganglion!more!visible.!
I!then!attempted!to!sever!the!posterior!nerves,!and!reVattached!the!suction!
electrode.!In!hearts!in!which!the!CG!was!still!bursting!in!a!coordinated!manner,!
three!more!stretches!were!applied!to!the!completely!deVefferented!heart!(Figure!4).!!
!
2.6#Manipulation#of#baseline#extension#
!!

To!determine!whether!baseline!tension!affected!the!response!to!stretch,!in!

some!hearts!the!baseline!was!manipulated!during!the!control!stretch!procedure.!
Because!of!the!low!amplitude!of!contraction!at!the!0.1!g!and!0.5!g!baseline,!a!suction!
electrode!was!attached!to!one!anterolateral!nerve!before!the!first!stretches.!!The!
original!baseline!extension!was!kept!at!only!0.1!g!for!1hr!to!allow!for!stabilization.!
Three!conditioning!stretches!were!performed!on!the!heart!at!this!baseline,!with!the!
baseline!extension!being!returned!to!0.1!g!after!each!stretch;!three!control!stretches!
were!then!performed!at!0.1!g!baseline.!The!baseline!extension!was!then!increased!to!
0.5!g!and!allowed!to!stabilize!for!20!minutes!before!conditioning!and!control!
stretches!were!applied.!This!procedure!was!repeated!for!1!g!and!2!g!extensions.!In!a!
few!hearts,!the!CG!was!deVefferented!after!the!2!g!stretches!were!completed.!!!!
!
2.7#Data#Analysis#
#

All!hearts!in!which!at!least!control!stretches!were!completed!underwent!

analysis.!If!the!contraction!amplitude!fell!to!below!0.4g!during!control!or!deV
afferentation!conditions,!these!data!were!not!used!due!to!unreliability!of!weak!
hearts.!In!some!preparations,!double!beats!occurred!when!the!heart!contracted!
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multiple!times!where!a!single!beat!would!normally!occur!(Figure!2C).!If!these!
double!beats!were!very!frequent,!data!were!not!used.!If!only!a!few!were!present!in!a!
data!set,!the!outlying!frequency!points!caused!by!the!double!beats!were!excluded.!!!
The!contraction!parameters!were!analyzed!using!locally!written!scripts!in!
Spike2!version!7.03!(Cambridge!Electronic!Design,!Cambridge!UK).!Parameters!
measured!were!contraction!amplitude,!cycle!frequency,!force,!and!extension!of!the!
heart!(Figure!2B).!When!a!suction!electrode!was!used!to!directly!measure!bursting!
of!the!CG,!burst!frequency,!duty!cycle!and!burst!duration!were!also!measured.!These!
parameters!were!organized!in!Microsoft!Excel!2011.!!
!

The!effects!of!treatment!were!assessed!in!two!different!ways.!In!baseline!

comparisons,!contraction!parameters!were!compared!at!all!times!when!the!heart!
was!not!being!stretched.!The!baseline!differences!between!protocols!were!
compared!using!paired!tVtests,!or!an!independent!ANOVA!with!a!p!value!of!0.05.!At!
baseline!extension,!the!variability!of!contraction!frequency!was!calculated!using!the!
first!150!beats!before!control!stretches.!Coefficient!of!variation!was!calculated!by!
dividing!the!standard!deviation!of!the!data!set!by!the!average!frequency.!!!
In!tonic!stretch!comparisons,!only!data!from!the!time!during!stretch!
pyramids!were!used.!Each!set!of!three!stretches!was!pooled!into!a!data!set!
comparing!the!length!of!extension!to!instantaneous!frequency.!The!slope!of!the!bestV
fit!line!was!calculated!for!each!condition.!For!individual!lobster!hearts,!the!data!sets!
were!compared!to!see!if!the!stretch!response!differed!significantly.!Between!
treatment!groups,!slopes!of!bestVfit!lines!were!compared!using!paired!tVtests!with!a!
p!value!of!0.05.!In!deVefferented!experiments,!the!data!sets!were!compared!using!an!

!
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independent!ANOVA!with!a!p!value!of!0.05!and!postVhoc!Tukey!test!to!compare!
individual!groups.!All!data!were!graphed!and!analyzed!in!GraphPad!Prism!6.!!
!
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!
CHAPTER!3!!
RESULTS!
!
3.1#Most#hearts#responded#to#stretch#with#an#increase#in#contraction#frequency#
As!has!been!previously!seen!(Hewitt,!2011),!the!amplitude!of!contractions!
increased!when!the!heart!was!stretched!in!the!longitudinal!direction.!Baseline!force!
on!the!heart!increases!along!with!amplitude!as!the!heart!is!stretched!in!a!pyramid.!
Although!the!baseline!and!amplitude!increase!in!a!nonVlinear!fashion,!the!change!in!
frequency!is!a!linear!function!of!extension.!Therefore,!I!quantified!the!response!to!
stretch!as!the!slope!of!the!linear!regression!of!frequency!as!a!function!of!extension!
during!an!extension!pyramid.!Most!hearts!responded!to!stretch!with!an!increase!in!
frequency,!although!some!responded!differently.!The!heart!was!said!to!increase!in!
frequency!when!the!slope!was!positive!and!significantly!greater!than!zero;!the!heart!
was!said!to!have!no!increase!in!frequency!when!the!slope!was!statistically!equal!to!
zero!(examples!in!Figure!6).!When!the!slope!was!negative!and!significantly!different!
from!zero,!the!heart!was!said!to!decrease!in!frequency.!The!majority!(92%)!of!hearts!
responded!to!stretch!with!a!significant!change!in!frequency!(Figure!5).!Of!hearts!that!
responded!to!stretch,!most!(87%)!hearts!increased!significantly!in!frequency,!(n=38,!
Figure!7).!The!extent!to!which!frequency!increased!was!widely!variable.!In!hearts!
that!increased!in!frequency,!the!magnitude!of!the!relationship!varied!from!0.006!to!
0.05!Hz/mm.!The!timing!of!frequency!increase!during!stretch!also!varied!between!
hearts;!for!instance!in!some!the!peak!frequency!was!reached!after!the!peak!

!
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extension.!For!the!sake!of!simplicity,!all!hearts!in!which!the!slope!of!the!linear!
regression!line!was!positive!were!classified!as!stretch!sensitive.!!
Because!I!was!interested!in!the!effects!of!removing!stretch!feedback,!I!used!
only!hearts!that!showed!a!significant!change!in!frequency.!!Hearts!that!initially!
showed!no!change!in!frequency!would!not!be!expected!to!perform!any!differently!in!
experimental!conditions.!They!are!therefore!not!included!in!the!final!analysis!of!any!
treatments.!!!
!
3.2#Cutting#dendrites#affected#heart#contraction#both#at#baseline#and#during#stretch#
!

To!determine!the!role!of!dendrites!in!the!stretch!feedback!pathway,!I!cut!all!

the!accessible!processes!from!the!CG!along!the!main!trunk!and!under!the!branching!
of!anterolateral!and!posterolateral!nerves.!In!these!deVafferented!hearts,!the!
amplitude!and!frequency!initially!increased,!and!then!decreased!to!below!original!
levels!over!several!minutes!after!severing!had!occured.!At!a!baseline!extension,!the!
amplitude!of!contractions!was!significantly!lower!–!about!25%!–!for!deVafferented!
hearts!than!for!controls!(tVtest,!p<0.001,!Figure!7A).!!Cutting!dendrites!also!led!to!a!
decrease!in!frequency!of!about!8%!(tVtest,!p<0.05,!Figure!7B).!In!some!hearts,!these!
amplitude!and!frequency!effects!were!much!more!pronounced!than!in!others.!
Because!motor!processes!and!stretch!sensitive!dendrites!cannot!be!distinguished!
visually,!it!is!likely!that!in!some!hearts!motor!nerves!were!cut;!this!could!result!in!
the!observed!reduction!in!amplitude!and!frequency!of!contractions!at!baseline!
extension.!!
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In!contrast!to!intact!hearts,!most!(63%)!of!the!deVafferented!hearts!were!not!
stretch!sensitive,!while!the!rest!(37%)!still!responded!to!stretch!with!an!increase!in!
frequency!(n=15,!Figure!8).!The!distribution!of!hearts!showing!an!increase,!decrease!
or!no!change!in!frequency!when!stretched!was!significantly!different!in!deV
afferented!hearts!compared!to!control!hearts!(ChiVsquare,!p<0.001).!This!indicates!
that!a!significantly!higher!percentage!of!deVafferented!hearts!were!not!stretch!
sensitive!(Figure!8).!!
!

Over!all!hearts,!the!frequency!change!as!a!function!of!extension!was!

significantly!greater!in!intact!hearts!than!in!deVafferents!(paired!tVtest,!p=0.0011,!
Figure!9).!In!hearts!that!were!initially!stretch!sensitive,!12!of!16!(75%)!were!less!
stretch!sensitive!with!dendrites!cut;!the!linear!regression!slopes!of!control!and!deV
afferent!responses!to!stretch!were!significantly!different!(example,!Figure!6A).!Some!
deVafferented!hearts!still!showed!an!increase!in!frequency!with!stretch,!although!the!
response!was!lower!than!that!seen!in!the!intact!heart!(example,!Figure!6B).!In!25%!
of!hearts,!there!was!no!significant!difference!between!the!stretch!response!in!intact!
hearts!and!the!stretches!with!cut!dendrites.!In!addition,!no!heart!was!more!stretch!
sensitive!in!the!deVafferented!condition!than!in!control.!!
!
3.3#De>efferenting#hearts#eliminated#heart#contraction,#decreased#burst#frequency#and#
increased#burst#duration#
#
!!
Another!way!to!remove!stretch!feedback!from!the!lobster!cardiac!system!is!
to!eliminate!the!heart!contractions.!The!force!of!contractions!increases!during!tonic!
stretch!pyramids,!presumably!affecting!the!stretch!feedback!pathway.!Removing!the!
contraction!component!could!reduce!stretch!feedback!even!when!tonic!stretch!is!
!
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still!applied!to!the!heart!by!eliminating!the!stretch!due!to!active!contraction!of!the!
heart!muscle.!!!
To!anteriorly!deVefferent,!the!anterolateral!nerves!were!severed!just!distal!to!
the!motor!neurons.!The!recorded!amplitude!of!contraction!dropped!almost!to!zero!
in!anterior!deVefferents!(Figure!4).!However,!close!examination!of!the!muscle!
revealed!that!the!posterior!portion!of!the!heart!continued!to!beat!in!a!coordinated!
manner.!When!the!posterolateral!nerves!were!also!severed,!completely!deV
efferenting!the!heart,!no!beat!could!be!detected!(Figure!4).!
Cutting!motor!nerves!had!a!significant!effect!on!baseline!frequency!of!
bursting!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=9.27,!df=33,!p<0.001,!Figure!10).!In!anterior!deV
efferents,!the!frequency!of!CG!bursting!was!about!14%!lower!than!in!controls.!!
Complete!deVefferents!had!a!still!lower!average!frequency!–!about!45%!lower!–!
significantly!different!from!both!control!frequency!(p<0.001)!and!frequency!of!
anterior!deVefferents!(p<0.05).!These!results!show!a!stepVwise!decrease!in!
frequency!of!CG!bursting!with!removal!of!the!heart!contraction.!In!addition,!burst!
duration!increased!when!efferents!were!cut!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=7.38,!df!=!28,!
p<0.01,!Figure!10).!The!burst!duration!increased!in!anterior!deVefferents!by!about!
34%!but!was!not!significantly!higher!than!controls.!The!mean!burst!duration!was!
much!higher,!about!57%,!in!completely!deVefferented!hearts!and!was!significantly!
higher!than!in!controls!(p<0.01).!In!this!data!set!there!appears!to!be!a!clear!trend!
towards!higher!burst!duration!when!contraction!is!removed.!!
!
#
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#
#
3.4#De>efferented#hearts#are#less#stretch#sensitive#than#controls#
!

Among!hearts!in!which!controls!were!stretch!sensitive,!83%!became!less!

sensitive!to!stretch!when!only!anterolateral!nerves!were!cut!(example,!Figure!11).!
All!hearts!had!significantly!decreased!stretch!responses!when!they!were!completely!
deVefferented!(example,!Figure!11).!!
!

DeVefferented!hearts!were!overall!less!stretch!sensitive!than!controls!(One!

way!ANOVA,!F=5,!df!=!28,!p<0.05,!Figure!12).!Anterior!deVefferents!were!
significantly!less!stretch!sensitive!than!control!hearts!(p<0.05).!!When!the!heart!was!
completely!deVefferented,!the!frequency!response!was!also!significantly!lower!than!
in!control!conditions!(p<0.05),!however!no!difference!was!discernable!between!
anterior!and!complete!deVefferents.!The!majority!of!contraction!is!removed!when!
anterior!deVefferents!are!cut,!and!is!absent!when!all!four!efferents!are!severed.!Thus!
the!evidence!suggests!that!a!reduction!in!heart!contraction!leads!to!a!corresponding!
loss!of!stretch!sensitivity.!!
#
3.5#Altering#the#baseline#extension#does#not#change#the#stretch#sensitivity#of#the#CG##
The!baseline!extension,!passive!tension!being!applied!to!the!heart,!could!also!
affect!the!stretch!sensitivity!and!frequency!of!heart!contraction.!Therefore,!in!some!
hearts!I!manipulated!the!baseline!extension!to!0.1g,!0.5g,!1g!and!2g!to!determine!if!
there!were!stretch!sensitivity!when!different!amounts!of!passive!force!were!applied!
to!the!heart.!In!some!hearts,!the!frequency!of!contractions!increased!as!more!

!
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passive!tension!was!applied!to!the!heart!(example!in!Figure!13A).!In!addition,!
stretch!sensitivity!often!increased!as!the!baseline!extension!increased.!In!3!of!5!
hearts,!there!was!a!significant!increase!in!stretch!sensitivity!from!the!0.1g!baseline!
compared!to!the!2g!baseline!stretches!(example!in!Figure!13B).!Overall,!however,!
there!was!no!significant!increase!in!either!stretch!sensitivity!or!baseline!frequency!
when!the!baseline!extension!was!increased!form!0.1g!to!2g!(Figure!14).!Although!
the!mean!slope!of!frequency!as!a!function!of!extension!and!the!mean!frequency!at!
baseline!increased!as!the!tension!on!the!heart!increased,!there!was!no!significant!
difference!between!groups.!The!sample!size!of!this!data!set!was!small!(n=5).!
However,!these!results!seem!to!indicate!that!the!baseline!tension!on!the!heart!does!
not!have!a!large!impact!on!either!the!stretch!response!or!the!frequency!of!heart!
contractions.!!
!
3.6#Variability#of#heart#rate#increases#when#stretch#feedback#is#removed#
#

A!cursory!examination!suggested!that!both!deVafferented!and!deVefferented!

hearts!had!more!irregular!bursting!frequency!than!controls.!To!investigate!this,!we!
calculated!average!frequency!variation!at!baseline!extension!for!each!heart!in!
control!and!reduced!stretch!feedback!conditions.!Variation!was!calculated!in!each!
condition!using!instantaneous!frequency!from!the!150!beats!before!the!first!stretch!
pyramid.!In!the!deVafferents,!these!data!were!compiled!from!the!force!trace!
recording!heartbeat!while!in!the!deVefferents,!instantaneous!frequency!data!were!
compiled!from!extracellular!suction!recordings!of!CG!bursting.!Because!each!burst!
corresponds!to!a!contraction!of!the!heart!muscle,!we!can!compare!the!conditions.!!
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!

In!all!experimental!conditions!in!which!stretch!feedback!was!removed,!the!

coefficient!of!variation!was!significantly!higher!than!in!controls!(Figure!15).!All!data!
sets!were!analyzed!together!to!see!overall!patterns!in!variation;!between!all!four!
treatment!groups!(control,!deVafferent,!anterior!deVefferent!and!complete!deV
efferent)!there!were!significant!differences!in!variance!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=13.02,!
p<0.0001,!figure!15).!In!all!conditions!in!which!stretch!feedback!was!removed,!there!
was!a!significant!increase!in!variability;!the!deVafferent!and!anterior!deVefferent!
were!equivalently!variable!(p<0.05)!and!the!complete!deVefferents!were!more!
variable!than!all!other!groups!(p<0.001).!These!data!suggest!that!reducing!stretch!
feedback!directly!leads!to!an!increase!in!the!variability!of!heart!rate.!If!this!is!the!
case,!it!may!be!that!one!of!the!key!roles!of!stretch!feedback!in!the!lobster!heart!is!to!
maintain!a!consistent!frequency!of!heartbeat!during!normal!activity.!!!
!

!

!
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CHAPTER!4!
DISCUSSION!
!
4.1#Longitudinal#stretch#of#heart#indicates#stretch#sensitivity#of#the#CG!
Stretch!of!the!lobster!heart!caused!a!significant!increase!in!frequency!in!most!
hearts,!which!is!congruent!with!previous!studies!(Stevens,!2008;!Hewitt!2011).!
Contrary!to!previous!work!done!in!the!Dickinson!and!Johnson!labs,!the!greatest!
response!to!stretch!was!seen!in!the!longitudinal,!rather!than!the!transverse!
direction!(Hewitt,!2011).!In!those!studies,!a!lower!percentage!of!hearts!showed!
increased!frequency!in!response!to!longitudinal!stretch!than!was!found!in!our!study.!
The!discrepancy!may!be!explained!by!the!different!kinds!of!stretch!that!were!
applied!to!the!heart.!In!previous!experiments!done!using!stretch,!long!step!pyramids!
that!allowed!the!heart!muscle!to!relax!for!10!seconds!at!each!level!were!used;!these!
pyramids!reached!the!same!maximal!level!of!2.5!mm!extension!used!in!our!study.!!A!
major!difference!between!stretch!in!smooth!ramps!and!step!pyramids!is!that!during!
the!plateau!of!each!step!the!heart!muscle!relaxes!and!adapts!to!the!new!extension;!
this!is!known!as!stress!relaxation.!The!lack!of!stress!relaxation!during!a!short!stretch!
pyramid!may!explain!why!the!hearts!in!the!current!study!increased!in!frequency!
more!often!than!in!the!step!pyramid!protocol!(Figure!5).!!
Regardless!of!the!most!effective!stretch!direction!or!protocol,!the!increase!in!
frequency!seen!in!the!current!study!is!consistent!with!several!previous!studies!
suggesting!that!the!CG!is!stretch!sensitive!(Alexandrowicz,!1932;!Hartline,!1967).!
For!example,!Kuramoto!and!Ebara!(1984)!concluded!that!increased!perfusion!

!
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pressures!caused!a!stretch!of!the!lobster!heart!muscle!that!altered!the!firing!of!the!
CG!such!that!frequency!of!contraction!increased.!Later!work!refuted!this!claim,!
stating!that!the!increase!in!perfusion!led!to!increased!oxygen!delivery!and!that!the!
rise!in!02!levels!caused!the!change!in!frequency!observed!(Wilkens,!1993).!In!our!
experiments,!we!found!that!the!majority!of!hearts!responded!to!stretch!with!an!
increase!in!frequency!even!though!perfusion!pressure,!and!thus!O2!delivery,!
remained!unchanged.!This!recorded!increase!in!frequency!of!most!hearts!when!
stretched!supports!the!original!conclusions!of!Kuramoto!and!Ebara!(1984),!although!
O2#delivery!could!still!play!an!additional!role!in!frequency!changes.!!
!
4.2#De>afferented#hearts#are#less#stretch#sensitive,#indicating#that#dendrites#along#the#
trunk#of#the#CG#play#a#key#role#in#the#stretch#feedback#pathway#
#
!
When!the!afferent!dendrites!were!cut!from!the!trunk!of!the!CG,!there!was!a!
decrease!in!stretch!sensitivity!(Figure!9).!This!decrease!in!sensitivity!corresponds!
directly!to!the!decrease!in!stretch!responsiveness!seen!in!another!decapod,!the!crab!
Callinectes#sapidus#when!dendrites!extending!from!the!CG!were!severed!(GarciaV
Crescioni,!2010).!In!contrast,!however,!cutting!dendrites!caused!an!increase!the!
frequency!of!contractions!in!the!crab,!but!a!decrease!in!frequency!in!our!lobsters.!
These!differences!are!likely!due!to!the!intrinsic!differences!between!the!lobster!and!
crab!CG.!In!the!crab,!the!isolated!crab!CG!had!a!much!faster!bursting!rate!than!in!an!
intact!heart!(GarciaVCrescioni,!2010).!However,!in!the!lobster!the!bursting!rate!of!
the!CG!is!similar!to!or!slightly!lower!than!the!frequency!in!an!intact!heart!(Connor,!
1969).!Thus,!the!baseline!contraction!parameters!when!the!dendrites!are!cut!seem!
to!mimic!the!bursting!properties!of!the!isolated!ganglia!of!both!crabs!and!lobsters.!!
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It!is!more!difficult!to!deVafferent!the!CG!of!the!lobster!than!it!was!in!the!crab!
Callinectes#sapidus.#GarciaVCrescioni!et#al.!(2010)!were!able!to!completely!deV
afferent!the!crab!CG!because!the!dendrites!are!found!in!two!discrete!bundles.!In!the!
lobster,!it!was!possible!to!sever!only!the!dendrites!along!the!trunk!because!the!
dendrites!exit!the!motor!neurons!at!various!points!along!the!trunk!and!the!
anterolateral!nerves.!It!has!been!proposed!that!all!five!motor!neurons,!and!possibly!
the!small!cells,!contain!stretch!sensitive!dendrites!(Alexandrowicz,!1932;!Cooke,!
2002).!Here,!we!were!able!to!show!a!significant!decrease!in!sensitivity!even!when!
only!some!of!the!dendrites!were!cut!(Figure!9).!However,!a!few!hearts!continued!to!
respond!to!stretch!with!an!increase!in!frequency,!even!after!all!trunk!dendrites!were!
severed!(Figure!6B,!Figure!9).!It!is!likely!that!the!remaining!stretch!sensitivity!is!due!
to!the!continued!existence!of!stretch!sensitive!dendrites!on!inaccessible!regions!of!
the!CG.!In!addition,!there!was!much!variation!in!anatomy!between!animals.!This!
anatomical!variation!may!account!for!the!fact!that!there!was!a!range!in!responses!to!
stretch.!Some!hearts!may!have!responded!more!dramatically!because!the!muscles!
connected!to!dendrites!were!more!strongly!affected!by!the!longitudinal!extension!
applied!to!the!heart.!!
#
#
#
4.3#De>efferentation#reduces#stretch#sensitivity,#suggesting#that#contraction#of#the#
heart#muscle#activates#the#stretch#feedback#pathway####
#
!
Stretch!sensitivity!of!the!CG!could!be!due!to!either!an!increase!in!baseline!
passive!force!during!extension,!or!to!the!increase!in!active!force!when!the!beating!
heart!is!stretched.!To!remove!the!active!stretch!component!from!the!heartbeat,!deV

!
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efferentation!experiments!similar!to!those!performed!in!crabs!were!undertaken!
(GarciaVCrescioni!et#al.,!2010).!In!the!lobster,!like!the!crab,!heart!contraction!was!
almost!completely!eliminated!when!all!four!efferents!extending!from!the!ganglion!
were!cut!(Figure!4).!This!indicated!that!we!were!successful!at!deVcoupling!the!CG!
from!the!muscle!and!eliminating!the!feedback!from!the!heartbeat.!Unlike!GarciaV
Crescioni!et#al.!(2010),!we!then!undertook!stretch!of!the!deVefferented!heart!and!
compared!these!differences!to!the!intact!heart’s!stretch!response.!There!was!a!
significantly!lower!frequency!response!in!hearts!that!had!anterior!efferents!cut!and!
those!that!were!completely!deVefferented!(Figure!12).!This!finding!was!somewhat!
surprising;!based!on!previous!research!showing!the!stretch!sensitivity!of!the!
ganglion,!we!expected!that!the!CG!might!be!stretch!sensitive!regardless!of!the!
contractile!state!of!the!heart!(Kuramoto!and!Ebara,!1984).!However,!the!decrease!in!
stretch!sensitivity!when!the!heart!muscle!ceased!to!contract!indicates!that!the!
stretch!feedback!mechanism!is!responsive!to!the!amplitude!of!heart!contractions.!!
!

All!the!evidence!thus!far!suggests!that!the!lobster!cardiac!ganglion!is!

responsive!to!tension!in!the!cardiac!muscle.!It!seems!that!the!dendrites!embedded!in!
the!muscle!of!the!ganglion!do!carry!information!about!the!contractile!state!of!the!
heart!(Alexandrowitcz,!1932).!These!contractile!states!change!as!the!heart!is!
stretched!and!most!likely!cause!a!mechanosensitive!channel!to!open!in!the!dendrites!
that!presumably!change!the!intracellular!pacemaker!potential!in!the!motor!neurons!
(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!!From!the!deVefferentation!experiments!it!is!clear!that!
simply!stretching!the!ganglion!of!a!quiescent!heart!does!not!induce!the!stretch!
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response;!the!cycle!of!heart!contraction!is!a!necessary!component!of!feedback!
(Figure!12).!!
!

In!lobster!hearts,!an!increase!in!frequency!is!most!often!seen!with!an!

increase!in!extension!(Maynard!1960;!Kuramoto!and!Ebara,!1984;!Stevens,!2008;!
Hewitt!2011;!personal!communication!Evelyn!Dickinson)!Intracellular!recordings!
taken!from!stretched!isopod!hearts!indicate!that!a!hyperpolarization!occurs!in!the!
CG!when!the!heart!is!mechanically!stretched.!However,!in!the!isopod!an!extension!of!
the!heart!led!to!a!decrease!in!burst!frequency!and!a!decrease!in!contraction!
frequency!through!hyperpolarization!of!the!membrane!potential!in!motor!neurons!
(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!This!led!to!a!model!by!which!the!isopod!heart!
regulated!its!rhythm!by!hyperpolarizing!stretch!feedback!pathway.!Most!
interestingly,!a!postVinhibitory!rebound!was!observed!in!the!isopod!when!the!heart!
was!released!from!stretch.!This!meant!that!the!driver!potentials!that!stimulate!heart!
contraction!occurred!sooner!than!they!otherwise!would!have!done!when!the!heart!
was!hyperpolarized!and!released!from!stretch.!Increased!stretch!of!the!heart!
corresponded!to!a!quicker!postVinhibitory!rebound!(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!In!
a!continuously!beating!heart!that!is!stretched!and!released!from!stretch!
rhythmically,!stretch!response!and!postVinhibitory!rebound!could!be!vital!to!the!
timing!of!CG!bursting.!Indeed,!the!experimenters!succeeded!in!entraining!the!
busting!of!the!CG!by!applying!rhythmic!stretches!to!the!heart!muscle!to!mimic!heart!
contraction!(Sakurai!and!Wilkens,!2002).!In!this!model,!a!stretch!applied!to!the!
heart!led!to!a!faster!postVinhibitory!rebound!with!each!beat!and!increase!frequency!

!
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of!contraction!overall.!An!identification!of!the!intracellular!response!to!stretch!in!the!
lobster!is!needed!to!clarify!if!this!sort!of!mechanism!exists!across!crustacean!species.!!
!
4.4#Frequency,#amplitude#and#burst#duration#at#baseline#tension#change#when#stretch#
feedback#is#removed#
#
!
Continuous,!regular!function!of!CPGs!is!required!for!normal!behavioral!
function.!Therefore,!the!resilience!of!a!CPG!and!its!ability!to!adapt!to!environmental!
conditions!is!of!primary!concern!for!the!survival!of!an!animal.!In!the!case!of!the!
crustacean!CG,!it!is!vital!that!the!CG!maintain!proper!function!for!the!heart!of!the!
lobster!to!create!the!proper!blood!flow!through!the!body!(Cooke,!2002).!When!
environmental!conditions!change,!the!contraction!parameters!of!the!heart!muscle!
have!also!been!shown!to!react!in!order!to!keep!output!at!a!relatively!constant!level.!
In!changing!temperatures,!the!amplitude!and!frequency!of!contractions!changes!to!
keep!output!similar!for!a!large!temperature!range!(Worden,!2006).!Similarly,!in!
hypoxic!conditions!lobster!and!crayfish!hearts!modify!frequency!and!amplitude!of!
contractions!to!maintain!cardiac!output!for!the!greatest!possible!range!(Reiber!et#al.!
1992).!It!is!likely!that!stretch!feedback!helps!to!modify!the!contraction!parameters!
and!output!of!the!cardiac!system,!as!it!contains!information!about!the!filling!of!the!
heart.!!
!

Changes!in!heart!contractions!when!stretch!feedback!is!removed!indicate!

that!it!plays!a!role!in!maintaining!a!normal!heart!rate!even!when!the!heart!is!not!
being!stretched!actively.!In!both!deVafferented!and!deVefferented!hearts,!the!
frequency!of!CG!bursting!decreased!compared!to!controls.!Based!on!the!model!given!
by!Sakurai!and!Wilkens!(2002),!and!observations!from!deVefferentation!
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experiments,!it!is!possible!that!stretch!feedback!hyperpolarizes!the!lobster!CG!as!it!
does!in!isopods.!A!postVinhibitory!rebound!after!hyperpolarization!could!induce!the!
next!heart!contraction;!in!a!stretch!pyramid!where!amplitude!of!contraction!
increases!with!stretch!this!could!lead!to!the!observed!increase!in!frequency!with!
stretch.!!
!

These!observations!could!explain!the!underlying!differences!seen!in!CG!

bursting!in!intact!hearts!and!isolated!preparations!(Cooke,!2002).!In!many!cases,!the!
isolated!CG!bursts!slightly!slower!than!it!did!in!the!intact!heart.!The!lack!of!stretch!
feedback!may!explain!this!phenomenon.!!!
#
4.5#The#stretch#feedback#pathway#is#important#for#a#regular#heart#rate##
!

Stretch!feedback!appears!to!play!a!role!not!only!in!determining!the!frequency!

of!contraction,!but!also!in!maintaining!the!regularity!of!the!heartbeat.!!There!is!
greatly!increased!variation!from!the!mean!frequency!contraction!in!reduced!stretch!
feedback!conditions!than!there!is!in!the!controls.!In!control!hearts,!when!no!double!
beats!are!present!the!frequency!of!contractions!is!extremely!regular!with!almost!no!
deviation!from!the!frequency!mean.!However,!in!reduced!feedback!conditions!the!
rhythm!of!contractions!became!much!more!irregular!(Figure!15).!This!trend!was!
dramatic!in!that!the!more!feedback!that!was!removed,!the!more!irregular!the!beat!of!
the!heart!was.!In!complete!deVefferents,!the!amount!of!variation!was!very!different!
between!different!hearts,!which!may!account!for!the!lack!of!statistical!difference!
between!those!complete!deVefferents!and!controls.!It!seems!that!stretch!feedback!

!
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provides!stabilization!of!heart!rate!and!when!removed,!frequency!variation!
increases!dramatically.!!!
!

Neurons!and!neural!circuits!must!maintain!homeostatic!conditions!over!long!

periods!of!time!in!order!to!function!properly!and!continue!to!support!life!systems.!
Synaptic!and!intrinsic!properties!have!to!be!tightly!regulated!to!maintain!
homeostasis!(Marder,!2010).!It!may!be!that!this!stretch!feedback!pathway!is!
essential!for!the!normal!longVterm!function!of!the!CG.!Although!the!ganglia!survived!
and!burst!regularly!for!several!hours!after!stretch!feedback!was!removed,!they!
tended!to!have!a!shorter!lifespan!than!in!intact!preparations.!Loss!of!stretch!
feedback!lead!to!increased!variability!of!the!bursting!rate!and!a!higher!fail!rate!for!
the!pattern!generator.!!
!
4.5#Conclusions#and#future#directions!

!

Overall,!stretch!feedback!appears!to!play!a!key!role!in!normal!function!of!the!
cardiac!system!in!Homarus#americanus.!!It!is!clear!that!a!stretch!feedback!
mechanism!exists!in!the!lobster!heart;!92%!of!hearts!respond!to!stretch!with!a!
change!in!frequency.!The!dendrites!extending!from!the!CG!appear!to!be!the!locus!of!
this!stretch!sensitivity.!These!dendrites!are!mechanosensitive;!they!are!affected!by!
both!force!of!heart!contractions!and!baseline!tension!on!the!heart.!These!
observations!support!the!model!of!a!positive!stretch!feedback!system!in!the!
crustacean!heart.!In!addition,!it!seems!that!this!pathway!not!only!modulates!the!CG!
during!stretch!of!the!heart,!but!also!maintains!normal!bursting!and!contraction!
patterns.!The!stretch!feedback!pathway!acts!to!maintain!homeostasis!and!keep!
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cardiac!output!constant!when!the!heart!size!changes!due!to!growth!of!the!lobster!or!
an!increase!in!blood!volume.!!!
While!examining!the!role!of!peptides!on!the!heart,!past!researchers!have!
noted!differences!in!reactions!between!intact!hearts!and!isolated!ganglia.!When!
bathed!in!the!peptide!GYS,!intact!hearts!decreased!in!frequency,!while!the!isolated!
ganglia!did!not!respond!(Calkins,!2011).!Even!more!dramatically,!the!peptide!SGRN!
causes!an!increase!in!cycle!frequency!in!intact!hearts,!but!tends!to!decrease!
frequency!in!isolated!ganglia!(Stevens,!2008).!These!differences!could!be!due!to!the!
lack!of!stretch!feedback!from!the!heart!muscle!in!the!isolated!preparations;!it!is!
likely!that!stretch!feedback!interacts!with!other!kinds!of!modulators!to!alter!the!
beat!of!the!heart.!Future!studies!could!focus!on!the!role!of!feedback!by!applying!
these!peptides!while!severing!the!dendrites!to!the!CG!to!remove!such!stretch!
feedback.!In!this!way,!we!will!be!able!to!see!if!stretch!feedback!is!responsible!for!the!
differences!between!intact!hearts!and!isolated!ganglion!responses.!!!
!

!

!
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Figure!1.!The!Cardiac!Ganglion!(CG)!of!the!lobster!consists!of!four!small!pacemaker!
cells!and!five!large!motor!neurons.!The!small!cells!create!rhythmic!bursts!that!
initiate!driver!potentials!in!the!large!motor!neurons.!The!motor!neurons!then!fire!
action!potentials!causing!the!heart!muscle!to!contract.!There!are!two!proposed!
feedback!mechanisms!from!the!heart!muscle!to!the!CG.!Nitric!Oxide!(NO)!is!
produced!by!the!heart!muscle!during!contraction,!and!has!been!shown!to!provide!
negative!feedback!to!the!ganglion,!slowing!bursting.!In!addition,!there!may!be!a!
positive!feedback!loop!through!stretch!feedback.!Heart!contractions!have!been!
proposed!to!activate!stretch!sensitive!dendrites,!in!turn!leading!to!an!increase!in!
burst!frequency.!!!!
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Figure!2."Intact!working!heart!preparation.!(A)!All!hearts!were!extracted,!still!
attached!to!dorsal!carapace,!and!pinned!in!a!dish!to!be!perfused!with!cold!
physiological!saline.!(B)!The!heartbeat!was!recorded!using!a!suture!silk!tied!around!
anterior!arteries!connected!to!a!force!transducer.!The!cardiac!ganglion!is!located!on!
the!inner!dorsal!wall!of!the!heart!cavity.!Force!measurements!were!recorded!using!
the!Aurora!force!transducer.!Contraction!amplitude!was!defined!as!the!difference!
between!force!at!a!peak!and!the!baseline!force,!usually!at!2!grams.!Frequency!was!
defined!as!the!inverse!of!the!period!(1/period),!with!the!period!being!the!time!
between!two!peaks.!!(C)!A!common!form!of!irregular!beating!in!contractions!was!a!
double!beat,!where!the!heart!muscle!contracted!twice!during!the!time!one!heart!
contraction!usually!occurred.!Hearts!with!frequent!double!beats!were!not!used!in!
final!analysis.!!
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Figure!3.!The!cardiac!ganglion!is!embedded!in!the!heart!muscle!on!the!dorsal!wall!of!
the!heart!cavity.!(A)!The!isolated!ganglion!pinned!is!shown!pinned!in!a!dish!to!
clearly!show!anatomy.!(B)!Arrows!indicate!the!targeted!branches!or!dendrite!
bunches!that!were!cut!during!deTafferentation!experiments.!Due!to!anatomical!
difficulty,!the!branches!extending!from!the!small!cells!and!along!the!anterior!
branches!of!the!motor!nerves!were!not!severed.!Heart!preparations!were!recorded!
as!having!the!dendrites!cut!if!all,!or!all!but!one,!of!the!indicated!target!dendrites!
were!severed.!!!
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Figure 4. Hearts were de-efferented at four sites to eliminate CG control of muscle
contractions. During the de-efferentation procedure, frequency was measured using
extracellular recordings of motor neuron activity. In the first stage, the anterolateral nerve
endings were severed just distal to the motor neurons. After these cuts, the heart was
contraction ceased in the anterior portion of the heart. In the second stage, the remaining
posterolateral efferents were severed and all contraction of the heart muscle was
eliminated.
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Figure!5.!Stretch!procedure.!Hearts!were!stretched!in!100s!ramps!with!a!maximum!
extension!of!2.5mm.!During!procedures,!length!of!extension,!force!of!heart!
contraction!and!instantaneous!frequency!were!recorded.!In!this!example,!frequency!
can!be!seen!to!increase!with!stretch!as!it!did!in!the!majority!of!preparations.!!
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Figure&6.!DeTafferented(hearts(did!not$respond$to$stretch&in&the&same&way&as&intact&
hearts."Each"graph"shows"data"from"one"heart"both"before"and"after"the"dendrites"were$
cut.%In%both%hearts,%the#intact#heart#was#stretch#sensitive."On"7/17/13"(A),"the$deT
afferented(heart(was(not(sensitive(to(stretch.((!On#8/2/13$(B),$the$deTafferented(heart(
was$sensitive$to$stretch,$but$the$response$was"significantly"lower"than"the"response&in&
the$intact$heart.$$!
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Figure&7.!Under&baseline&conditions,&when&no&stretch&was&applied&to&the&heart,&both&the&
amplitude*and*frequency*of*contractions*decreased*in*deTafferented(hearts(compared(to(
controls.)(A)$Amplitude$was$significantly$higher$in$intact$hearts$than$in$deTafferents(
(paired'tTtest,%p<0.001,%df=28).%This%may%be%due%to%lack%of%feedback%or%to%the%severing%of%
motor%nerves%extending%from%the%CG.%(B)%There%was%also%a"significant"decrease"in"
frequency#when#the$heart$was$deTafferented((paired(tTtest,%p<0.001,%df=28)%which%may%
result'from'the'reduced'feedback'to'the'ganglion.!
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Figure&8.!The!proportion!of#hearts#that#were#stretch#sensitive#was#lower#in#the#deT
afferented(condition."The!majority)of)intact%hearts%(n=38)%were%stretch%sensitive%(87%),%
while&the&majority&of&deTafferented(hearts((n=15)(showed(no(change(in(frequency(with(
stretch'(63%).$In#the#deTafferented(hearts,(there(were(none(that(responded(to(stretch(
with%a%decrease%in%frequency.%The$percentages#of#deTafferent'responses'were!
significantly+different+from+control'preparations'(ChiTSquare,(p<0.001,(df=2).!
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Figure&9.!DeTafferented(hearts(are(less(stretch(sensitive(than(controls.(For$each$heart,!
slopes&of&frequency&over&length&were&calculated&for&control!stretches'and'deTafferented(
stretches.(The(slope(of!frequency)as)a)function)of)extension)was!significantly+higher+in+
the$intact$hearts$than!deTafferents((paired(tTtest,%p=0.0011,%df=12).%The!CG#was#more!
responsive)to)stretch)when)the)dendrites(extending(from(the(CG(were!intact,"suggesting"
that$dendrites$play$a$key$role$in$the$CG$stretch$feedback$pathway.$!
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Figure!10."In!completely!deTefferented!hearts,!frequency!decreased!and!burst!
duration!increased.!(A)!There!was!a!significant!difference!in!frequency!between!
controls!and!deTafferents!at!baseline!extension!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=9.27,!df=33,!
p<0.001).!While!frequency!was!on!average!lower!for!the!anterior!deTefferent!
(p=0.2),!only!complete!deTefferents!were!significantly!slower!than!controls!
(p<0.001).!!(B)!Similarly,!there!was!an!overall!change!in!burst!duration!when!the!
heart!was!deTefferented!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=7.38,!df!=!28,!p<0.01).!Again,!the!
anterior!deTefferent!had!a!longer!burst!duration!than!controls!(p=0.18)!but!only!the!
complete!deTefferent!had!a!significantly!higher!duration!(p<0.01).!!
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Figure! 11." In! most! deTefferented! hearts,! stretch! sensitivity! decreased! as! motor!
nerves!were!severed.!The!heart!on!(2/3/14)!became!less!stretch!sensitive!as!more!
motor! nerves! were! cut.! The! heart! was! stretch! sensitive! in! control! hearts! and! the!
anterior! deTefferent.! However,! the! frequency! response! was! significantly! lower! in!
anterior! deTefferent! than! in! the! intact! heart.! The! frequency! response! was! also!
significantly! lower! in! the! completely! deTefferented! heart! than! in! the! control.! The!
completely! deTefferented! heart! was! not! stretch! sensitive,! and! did! not! respond! to!
stretch!with!any!increase!in!frequency.!
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Figure!12."Overall,!deTefferented!hearts!were!significantly!less!stretch!sensitive!than!
control!hearts!(One!way!ANOVA,!F=5,!df!=!28,!p<0.05).!For!hearts!with!anterolateral!
nerves!cut,!(A)!there!was!significantly!reduced!response!to!stretch!in!frequency!
(p<0.05).!(B).!The!response!to!stretch!was!also!lower!in!hearts!that!were!completely!
deTefferented!(p<0.05).!!Although!many!hearts!were!less!stretch!sensitive!in!the!
complete!deTefferent!compared!to!anterior!deTefferent,!there!were!no!significant!
differences!between!the!groups!overall.!!
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Figure!13."The!frequency!response!is!sensitive!to!the!baseline!extension!of!the!heart.!
In!one!heart!(11/15/13)!stretch!sensitivity!changed!at!different!baseline!tensions.!
(A)!Overall!frequency!increased!as!the!baseline!extension!increased!for!all!
conditions.!(B)!There!was!a!significant!difference!between!the!stretch!response!at!
0.1g!extension!compared!to!the!2g!extension,!with!the!slope!at!2g!being!three!times!
higher.!!
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Figure!14.!Increasing!passive!tension!had!no!noticeable!effect!on!baseline!frequency!
and!response!to!stretch.!(A)!The!frequency!response!tended!to!increase!as!the!
baseline!tension!increased;!however,!there!was!no!significant!difference!between!
any!of!the!groups!(Spearman!Rank,!p=0.24).!(B)!Although!the!average!frequency!of!
contractions!during!nonTstretch!periods!increased!in!frequency!as!baseline!tension!
increases,!there!were!also!no!significant!differences!between!different!baselines.!!
(Spearman!Rank,!p=0.31).!!
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Figure!15."Variability!of!heart!rate,!measured!by!the!coefficient!of!variation,!
increased!significantly!from!control!for!all!experimental!conditions!(One!way!
ANOVA,!F=13.02,!df=64,!p<0.0001).!All!labeled!groups!are!significantly!different!
from!each!other;!the!deTafferents!and!anterior!deTefferents!were!significantly!more!
variable!than!controls!but!less!variable!than!complete!deTefferents.!If!we!assume!
that!the!deTafferented!condition!removes!the!least!feedback,!as!some!dendrites!
remain!intact,!these!data!follow!the!pattern!of!increasing!variation!when!feedback!is!
removed.!This!suggests!that!an!important!role!of!stretch!feedback!is!for!
maintenance!of!a!regular!heart!rate.!!
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